Abstract. The abstract ordinary functional differential equation {a/dt)u{t) --Au(t) + F'u,), «0 = £, is studied, where -A is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup of linear operators and F is continuous with respect to a fractional power of A.
1. Introduction. Our objective in this paper is to investigate the local existence, continuability, and stability properties of a class of partial differential equations with deviating arguments in terms involving spatial partial derivatives. As a model for this class one may take the equation 0 < X < 77, t > 0, W(0, t) = W(tt, t) = 0, t>0, W(x, t) = <b(x, t), 0 < x < ?7, -r < t <0, where / is a linear or nonlinear scalar-valued function, r is a positive real number, and <J> is a given initial function. This work continues the investigations of [1] , [2] . In [2] global existence is established for the above equation by treating the problem as an abstract ordinary functional differential equation in a Banach space of the form du(t)/dt = -Au(t) + F(t, u,), t > 0, u0 = 4>, (1.1) where -A is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup of linear operators T(t), t > 0, the domain of F is the product of [0, oo) and an appropriately defined function space, and F(t, V) is autonomous, nonlinear, and Lipschitz continuous with respect to a fractional power of A in the second variable. In the present study, we wish to establish local existence of solutions under the assumption that F is only continuous with respect to a fractional power of A in the second variable. However, as is well known for differential equations in a Banach space, the continuity of F alone is not sufficient to assure local existence of solutions without further restrictions on the semigroup T(i). For our purposes, it will suffice to assume that the semigroup T(t) is compact for each t > 0. In what follows X will denote a Banach space with norm || ■ ||, r a positive real number, and if « is a function with domain [a -r,o + b), then for any t E [o, o + b), u, will denote the function with domain [ -r, 0] defined by u,(B) = u(t + B), -r < B < 0.
2. Local existence of solutions. In this section, we shall establish local existence to the integrated version of the equation du(t)/dt + Au(t) = F(t, u,), t > 0,
in the space Ca. These results extend those in [2], where existence of solutions is established under the assumption that F is Lipschitz continuous with respect to a fractional power of A. We shall make the following assumptions on the operator A and the function F: (2.2) A is a closed densely defined linear operator in a Banach space X and -A is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup T(t), t > 0, in X satisfying 117X0*11 < Me"'||jc|| for / > 0, x E X, and where M and ¿o are real constants.
(2.3) For 0 < a < 1, the fractional power Aa satisfies \\AaT(t)x\\ < Maeu't~a\\x\\ for t > 0 and x E X, where Ma is a real positive constant.
(2.4) A~a E B(X,X) so that D(Aa) is a Banach space when endowed with the norm ||x||a = \\A"x\\ for x G D(Aa). We shall denote this Banach space by Xa. Also A ~a satisfies ||(T(0 -I)A ~"\\ < Nat" for t > 0, where Na is a real positive constant.
(2.5) 7X0 is compact for each t > 0. Proof. For any real ß, y > 0, let Iß = {t: 0 < t < ß), ßy = í> E ca-H\\ca < y)-Let ß> y be such that (o + t, <p + $) E D and \\F(a + t, <b + if>)\\ <°N for (t, i¿) £ Iß X ßy. Suppose <j> G C([o -r,a + ß\; Xtt) is the function defined by ^" ■ <j>, $(o + t) = T(t)<b(0) for t E Ip. Suppose y < y, and choose 0 < T^ < ß so that M. 'aN ("V"«-* ds < y -'o and Let tf0 be the set defined by tf0 = {il G C([->% Tj; *"): i,0 -0, fofe < y forO < / <T#). Wo"0'
Finding the fixed points of S in AT0 is equivalent to finding solutions of (2.8) in K0 since such fixed points tj and solutions « of (2.8) through (a, </>) are related by w0+/ = ^0+f + rj,. Notice that S: tf0-» Äj, since iír¡ E K0 we have that (5r/)0 = 0 and ||(St,)(0L< f\\AaT(t -s)\\ \\F(o + s, «i.+, + 1,01 ds < MaN f^e^s-" ds < y.
•'o We will show that the set {(Srj)(r): tj G KQ) is equicontinuous. For 0 < /, < The equicontinuity now follows from the fact that compactness of T(t) for t > 0 implies continuity of 7(0 for f > 0 in the uniform operator topology. Next, we show S(K0) is compact. Since we have shown S(Kq) is an equicontinuous collection, it suffices by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem to show {(Srj)(t): ij G Ko) is precompact in Xa for fixed t E[-r, TJ. We shall accomplish this by showing that for 0 < a < ß < 1 and for fixed t E [ -r, TJ, {(AßSri)(t)) is bounded in X and appealing to the compactness of A ~B: X -» Xa. Observe that xoll -Ijf^e -s)F(° + s> *o+s + n.) *|| < NMßf'eass-ß ds. 
for all (t, tj), (/, rj) contained in the neighborhood. Then every mild solution of (2.1) is a strong solution.
Proof. If we show that the function g(t) = F(t, ut) is locally Holder continuous on (o, o+T^), then it follows from the theory of nonhomogeneous linear equations that m is a strong solution [3] . That g is locally Holder continuous on (a, a + T^) will follow if we prove that the map t -> u(t) is locally Holder continuous. Choose ß such that a < ß < 1. Then
Thus, |[«COll¿a is bounded on any compact subset of (a, o +T<¡>). Now, for a < t < t + h < a +TÇ,
< Nß-ahß-"\\u(t)\\ß + sup ||F(í, «OI|Ma f W« ds Ks<t + h JQ < ty-HOII/.*'"" + «up \\F(s,uM[j1^-)max{l,e"'r*)h'~-', which implies the local Holder continuity on (a, a +T<t¡) of the map t -* u(t). Proof. Assume that b < + oo and the conclusion of the theorem is false. Then there exists a closed bounded set U in D such that (t, u¡) G U for o < t < b. Let R = sup/(í, \¡>) for (t, ^) G U; then for o < t < t + A < b and a < ß < 1,
Also, as we have seen before, Proof. Let (<i>Y: y G T) he a bounded subset of Ca and let t > r be fixed, but arbitrary. Let || r(s)|| < M for 0 < s < t, and recall (4.2) and the Lipschitz continuity of F to argue that ||F(us(<b))\\ < N for 0 < s < t,
y G T. For each y G T, define fy G Ca hyfy = u,($y). Then fy(0) = T(t + 9)<by(0)+£+8T(t + 6 -s)F(us(<by)) ds
for -r < 6 < 0. We will first demonstrate that the family {f : y E T) is We are now ready to show that if <i> G D(B), then Calim,_>0+(l/0(kX0<í> -0) exists and is equal to <j>; that is, we will show that (f> 6 5(5). We leave the case -r < t + B < 0 to the reader. Suppose that 0< t + B, then The truth of Proposition 4.2 now follows.
Notice that $ G D(B) implies that -v4<i>(0) + F(<¡>) E D(A").
5. Stability in the autonomous linear case. In this section, F will be as in §4 except that we require F to be linear. (ii) There exists a real number ß such that if X is a characteristic value, then
ReX< ß. Since (exp(-n20 -l)2/«2 < t/2 for n = I, 2,. . ., we may choose Nx/2=l/V2. Thus the mapping from CX/2-*X X X defined by <i> ^ (<t>(-r), <t>(-r)') is continuous. The continuity of F now follows.
We have now demonstrated that equations of form (5.2), where / is continuous in the first variable and Lipschitz continuous in the second variable, satisfy assumptions (2.2)-(2.7). As a final application of the theory we have developed, we will determine necessary and sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability of two particular equations of form (5.2) in the case where/is linear.
Example 5.2. We wish to determine the exact region of stability of the linear equation 
